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➤Educators and stu-
dents talk about the
evils, they wish to
destroy this 
Dussehra

➤Students pan India discuss
the constant fight of the good
over evil in our inner selves
and in the outside world, and
how to conquer them
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➤Sunil Chhetri breaks
Pele’s record as India
enter SAFF 
championships final
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KIDS MAY SOON GET JABBED

3 BUZZ

VACCINE

ALL COVID RESTRICTIONS REMOVED
FROM DOMESTIC FLIGHTS

TRAVEL

FOR A CAUSE

TOP

SWACCH BHARAT MISSION TO
CONTINUE TILL 2025-26

An expert panel advising India's drug regulator has recommended
authorising, with certain conditions, Bharat Biotech’s Covaxin for
children above the age of 2. The Drugs Controller General of India

should now take a call on whether to clear the vaccine for kids or not.
The National Technical Advisory Group on Immunisation for Covid-19 will
also evaluate the data. Bharat Biotech had submitted the data from Phase
2 and 3 trials of Covaxin on children below 18 in September.

 The ban on in-flight meals on all domestic flights of
less than two hours duration will continue to stay
 Collectively, Indian airlines and airports suffered a
loss of ` 22,400 crore in FY21 due to Covid-induced
curtailment of flights, of which ` 19,000 crore was the
loss suffered by domestic carriers

Once approved, it could immediately be inducted into the Covid-19
vaccination programme, as Covaxin is already being administered to
everyone above the age of 18. As per government figures, India has
around 440 million children. India has thus far administered over 110
million doses of Covaxin in adults.

OF THE DAY

 SELF-CARE
Everyone from celebrities like Deepika
Padukone to influencers are talking about
face rolling. We find out if face
rollers are worth the hype? And if
you can use it

 FOOD
How age-old food and food
practices are making a comeback

 TRIVIA TIME
Know more about the famous
book ‘The Chronicles
of Narnia’ that
debuted on 
October 16, 1950

#GOALS
Presenting
billionaires
who don’t
flaunt their
wealth

 LANGUAGE
Learning language through

movies. PLUS: Five movies
(like the Harry Potter
series) that can improve

your English 

 FILMS, BOOKS
The basic tenets of self-help books.  PLUS:

Writer Mark Manson on how
to improve your mental

health; Movies that
help you make
sense of anxiety

 SIMPLY
SPORTS
Relive some of

the best
moments of IPL
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From Burj Khalifa to
farmers’ cause,

‘City of Joy’ basks
in Dussehra fervour

Unique-themed puja
pandals during Dussehra

have always been a major attrac-
tion for  people from all over West
Bengal and the neighbouring areas,

who throng in numbers and hop from
one pandal to another to catch a
glimpse of them.  This year too,
Durga Puja pandals have been

decorated with 
special themes in

place

T witter is working on a new feature for users on iOS, which would
allow them to swipe between the home feed that shows the top
tweets in the timeline and a chronological look at the latest tweets.

Currently, a user needs to tap the three-star icon at the top of the feed
to switch between the home feed or the latest feed, but with the up-
coming feature one can change the preference quickly.

 Meanwhile, Twitter has already started rolling out a new fea-
ture "soft block" that would allow any user on the web to
remove a follower without blocking them
 To soft block a follower, head to your profile, click followers,
click the three-dot menu next to a follower, and then click the
option "Remove this follower". A follower you remove won't be
notified of the change
 This is different than blocking someone, which keeps them
from viewing your tweets and direct messaging you (and keeps
you from doing the same with them)

TWITTER TO MAKE IT EASIER TO SWIPE
BETWEEN HOME, LATEST TWEETS

TECHAWAY 

Lego to remove gender bias and stereotypes from its toys

Girls today
feel increas-

ingly confident to
engage in all
types of play and
creative activi-
ties, but remain
held back by 
society’s
ingrained gender
stereotypes as
they grow older
-Lego

Building blocks of an
equal society!

Share your views at toinie175@gmail.com

Lego’s move comes amid heightened debate about
the role that toys play in creating and perpetuating
gender stereotypes. Recently, California governor.
Gavin Newsom (D) signed a new law requiring large
retail stores in the nation’s most- populous state to
provide gender-neutral shopping sections for child-
care items and toys beginning in 2024

AMY HUNTER
Youngest player to

score a senior 
international century

I reland's Amy Hunter has become
the youngest player to score a sen-
ior international century, hitting an

unbeaten 121 and taking her side to a win
against Zimbabwe on her 16th birthday.
Hunter overtook the record previously
held by India's Mithali Raj, who scored
114 not out in and ODI against Ireland at
the age of 16 years and 205 days in June
1999. Playing just her fourth ODI on
Monday, Hunter's knock came off 127
balls and included eight fours. It was the
highest score by a batter for Ireland
Women, passing Karen Young's 120 made
in 2000 against Pakistan.

 Shahid Afridi is the youngest man to
hit an ODI century. He was 16 years and
217 days old when he scored 102
against Sri Lanka in 1996
 Hunter is younger than any man or
woman, who has scored a century in
T20Is. No one has scored a hundred in
Test cricket at a younger age, where
records are known

C ome October 18, India’s air carriers can operate their full com-
plement of flights in the domestic sector “without any capacity
restriction”, according to a notification issued by the civil avia-

tion ministry on Tuesday. This will enable airlines to not only operate at
100% capacity, which was there till pandemic restrictions set in last
year, but also expand capacity depending on demand.

The nationwide cleanliness drive under Swacch Bharat Mission —
with a focus on sustainability — will continue till 2025-26, the
Union Cabinet has decided. "The mission will focus on sustainabili-

ty of Open Defecation Free (ODF) outcomes, achieving scientific pro-
cessing of Solid Waste in all cities, and managing Wastewater in cities
with less than 1 lakh population in Census 2011 [cities not covered under
Atal Mission for Rejuvenation and Urban Transformation (AMRUT)] under
which all cities will be made to achieve at least 3-star garbage free cer-
tification," said a statement on Tuesday.

CLICK HERE: PAGE 1 AND 2

L
ego, the world’s largest toy-
maker, has pledged to eliminate
gender stereotypes from its
products — including labelling

that marks toys as “for girls” or “for
boys” — as part of a bid to match the
wishes of its young customers. 

“Despite the progress made in girls
brushing off prejudice at an early age,
general attitudes surrounding play and
creative careers remain unequal and
restrictive,” the Danish company,
known for its colourful building blocks,
said in a statement. The toymaker’s an-
nouncement also comes in response to
a global survey, commissioned by Lego
and conducted by the Geena Davis In-
stitute on Gender in Media that found
that parents, and, to a lesser extent,
their children, are still influenced by
gendered notions of career. Young girls
are also more willing to participate in
activities that cut across “gender
norms” than their male peers, the poll
found.

(SOURCE: TIMESNOW& WASHINGTON POST)

http://nie-images.s3.amazonaws.com/gall_content/2021/10/2021_10$file14_Oct_2021_182243483.pdf


NO SHOPPING AT MALLS
MEANT SUSTAINABLE FASHION

NO PHYSICAL BIRTHDAY PARTIES
MADE ZOOM-IN POSSIBLE... 

The pandemic confined our birthday parties to home and took away the
fun, but slowly birthday parties evolved. The trend of

online surprise celebrations and zoom par-
ties sounded dull initially, but they turned
out to be more fun, since there is no 

actual travelling involved. It is econom-
ical and one can save up a lot on birthdays,

which is otherwise an expensive affair. It is a
wonder on how we come up with creative ways to
make a loved one’s day special.

Urmila Jithesh, class XII, Bhavan’s Vidya Mandir, Elamakkara,
Ernakulam

5

NO HOUSE HELP GAVE RISE TO THE
YEAR OF THE RESPONSIBLE TEEN 8

Recycling and repurposing is the
new normal. The pandemic has

hurled challenges at us but we have
managed to create a whole new 
alternative world which allowed us
to resume most of our day-to-day
activities. The same goes for fash-
ion. Ethical and sustainable fash-
ion has become popular as more
brands are switching to natural
methods of producing clothes and
start-ups with a focus on sustain-

ability are also coming up. Comfort
clothes have become the norm since

more and more people prefer wear-
ing comfortable clothes

while staying at
home. Upcycling
and repurposing

are also growing
as people were

forced to buy from
home and the pandem-

ic had impacted many people financially.

D Purnima, Class XI, SBOA Matriculation Hr Sec
School, Coimbatore

In pre-Covid time, life without a house-
hold help was close to unimaginable.

We used to rely on them for even the
simplest of chores. However, the pan-
demic gave us the necessity and time
to develop a knack for tasks and made

us independent and self-reliant. With
resilience and ability, we managed to con-

quer those mountains of errands, which
gave us a flair to keep our surroundings tidy

and organised.

Sai Krishna Priya,
class X, GTA VM,

Chennai

As the cases of corona infection rose in the
lockdown due to the pandemic, the economy

of many countries fell alarmingly. But was it all bad?
Statistics say, that the lockdown had actually helped the

earth mother to return to her own glory of greenery. For
example, noise pollution decreased due to less traffic and
oxygen levels in the atmosphere increased due to less
deforestation. Most importantly, the greenhouse effect caused
by car emissions, was reportedly down by 47% in 
India! So, though lockdown has taken away many valuable
things from the human race, still it has
returned a lot to humanity too.

Soham Roy, class X, 
BDM International

School,
Kolkata

ZERO TRAFFIC MEANT
ZERO POLLUTION! 6

NO OPEN RESTAURANTS MEANT HEALTHY
MAA KE HAATH KA KHANA

Ilearnt the value of nutritious food versus its unhealthy counterpart like
fried and junk food, especially after a family member got Covid. Now I

know which vegetable is good for our gut and what foods to
have to strengthen lungs. And only few months back,

all I wanted was to have oily nuggets from fast
food brands. I like the wiser me and I am 

celebrating Durga Puja with healthy yet
delicious home-made goodies.

Sanya Sinha, class XII, Manav Rachna
International School, Faridabad

LOCKDOWN
MEANT REAL
FAMILY TIME

3

NO PHYSICAL CLASSES RESULTED 
IN AN ONLINE BOOM!1

TO, THE POWER OF TEN... 

This is the era of blends. The
situation arising out of the

Covid-19 pandemic meant staying
home and giving theatres and sports
events a miss. There are so many in-
cluding me in this grey area where we
would love to spend time with family and not
miss these important events. The situation
taught us that we can blend spending time
with family and enjoying big events too.
Well, time and occurrence have provid-
ed us with a viable solution. Spend time
with family in the confines of your
home watching a great movie or a sport-
ing event.

Experts say this blend is in tune with
nature too. The environment around us is
prone to consistent improvement from time to
time and this recent change is just one of many other adap-
tations occurring around us, all of which help us gain the
best of both worlds, hence eliminating the negatives.

Siddharth Kothari, class X, St Joseph’s Boys High School, Bengaluru

At the beginning of online classes, the
concept of learning via a screen
with zero physical interaction was

foreign. Adapting to new technologies, giv-
ing exams from within the confines of our
home and the lack of social interaction was
difficult. With consistent support from teach-
ers and driven by the need  for quality educa-
tion, we overcame these obstacles and man-
aged to emulate physical learning. Today,
as schools and educational institutions
are showing signs of opening up, hy-
brid learning is the way ahead. And
once again we will acclimatise
ourselves to hybrid learning.

Samyukta Sivakumar, class XII,
Ryan International School,
Kandivali, Mumbai

Th e
biggest positive of online learning has been in-

teractive tools. From quizzes to riddles, we were all in-
volved in solving things as a team. More project work

meant more interaction with classmates. The pandemic
made assessments more inclusive in the sense that we were
in it together. It was a group effort and every student sup-
ported the other. We learnt an
important life lesson – that
together we can achieve
more and more.

Durga Das, class VIII,
Shri Ram

Millenium, Delhi 

Dussehra is all about the victory of good over evil. There are
many interpretations to this victory – whether it was a mental
victory of sorts or a physical victory of strength, intelligence and
absolute will power. However you see it, this mythological triumph
will always remain etched in our memory. These pandemic years
also have been nothing short of a battle. We have suffered in
some pursuits and emerged stronger. We have learnt that to
win any battle – mythological or biological – if we want
it to happen, we have to make it happen. Times NIE
shows you how we rose to the occasion and turned
some inherent challenges into paradigm shifting
successes that will be remembered by generations

READ. PLAY. LEARN
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 15, 202102

10 WAYS HOW THE PANDEMIC 
TAUGHT US TO CONVERT 

A NEGATIVE INTO A POSITIVE

NO PEN/PAPER 
TEST = MORE INCLU-
SIVE CLASSROOMS 

2

4

And Dus 
We Overcame

7

We were subjected to boredom throughout the lockdown,
nevertheless we could utilise this productive time in

practicing our hobbies and bringing out the best of our talents
in a constructive manner. The polluted environment was healed

during this period. Environmental degradation was reduced and
it was calm and sound. The pandemic was unknown waters for us

and we managed to sail through it. This exposure will be helpful for
us in the long run.

Ritvikk Kannan, class VIII, Anand Niketan, Ahmedabad 

NO TIME TO GET BORED... WE
PUT ON OUR THINKING CAPS!9

PANDEMIC MAKES US MORE HEALTH CONSCIOUS 

Choices about what to eat and drink can make a difference in how one feels and can make a
person’s health wholesome and strong. The pandemic taught us how to value home-made food

and experimenting with recipes. The ban on enjoying outside food, junk
food and a control on chips, snacks helped us nourish ourselves
with health-giving diets and meditate on vegan living. Tiny habits

of cleaning the fruits and vegetables, cooking
and eating with hygienic methods was

the topmost priority.

Rizak Singh Bagga, IX, 
The Millennium School

10

Festivities 
all around!

BENGAL, TRIPURA AND ORISSA

The enthusiasm of Durga Puja in these
states is unlike the rest of the coun-
try. Dussehra commemorates Goddess

Durga’s victory against Mahishasura, rather
than the epic battle of the Ramayana. The
five-day celebration begins on Shashti (sixth
day of Navratri) and continues till Vijaya
Dashmi, the last day. The planning begins
months in advance, with everything from
erecting pandals to organising numerous cultural activities such as poetry recita-
tions, singing, dance, and painting competitions to the simple pleasure of shop-
ping for new outfits. In the pandals, a rich ‘bhog’ is served, as well as a variety of
traditional foods. On the 10th day, married women bid Goddess Durga farewell
and perform the ‘Sindoor Khela’ ritual, in which red vermillion is applied to the
cheeks and forehead of women (symbolising the well-being of their married life).
Post this ‘khela’, women offer sweets, betel leaves, and prasad to the idol of
goddess Durga and distribute sweets amongst themselves.

MYSORE

Mysore’s Dussehra, or ‘Dasara’ as it is known, is a stunning
celebration interwoven with  the city’s royal legacy. Mysore
honours Goddess Chamundeswari, who defeated the pow-

erful demon Mahishasura, with extravagant celebrations lasting ten
days. The festival’s main attraction is the brilliantly lit Mysore palace,
which is illuminated with 100,000 light bulbs from 7 pm to 10 pm on
each festival day. In front of the palace, a variety of cultural and 
religious events, as well as song and dance performances, are held.
The celebrations conclude in a procession through the streets (from
Mysore Palace to the Banni Mantapa), which features an elephant
decorated in gold and opulent accessories bearing an icon of the 
Goddess Chamundeshwari.

Dussehra is a festival
observed across the country

with various customs and
ceremonies. Let’s take a look

at a few of them

TELANGANA

Telangana commemorates the Bathukamma Pan-
duga or Bathukamma celebration during Navratri,
in addition to visiting temples and doing traditional

pujas. This is a floral festival in which the women of the
home create stunning flower arrangements and decora-
tions in the shape of the Temple of Gopuram in seven con-
centric tiers. ‘Bathukamma’ is a Sanskrit word that means
‘Mother Goddess Alive.’ The flower arrangements are an
attempt to summon the goddess and ask for her blessings.

GUJARAT

Gujarat cele-
b r a t e s
N av r at r i

(or Navratra)
with considerable
zeal. During the
day, devotees fast
and perform elab-
orate pujas. In the
evening, men and
women dress  up
in bright and
colourful clothes for Garba and Dandiya (Gujarat’s folk dance).
On the last few days of Navratri, the folk tunes, as well as a
lot of singing and dancing, make for a fascinating spectacle.
Several devotees also visit famous pilgrimages such as god-
dess Ashapura Mata’s temple, Ambaji Temple, and Chamun-
da Mata Temple.

KULLU

The valley’s Dussehra cele-
brations are steeped in an-
cient  traditions. It was on

Dussehra in the 17th century when
local king Jagat Singh put an idol
of Raghunath (Lord Ram) on his
throne; and God Raghunath was
declared the sovereign deity of the
Kullu Valley. Unlike other states,
the effigies of Ravana are not
burned in Kullu. The idol of god-
dess Hadimba is carried from the
temple in Manali to Kullu on the
first day of the celebrations, where
she is taken to the royal family’s
palace. Later, she is carried to
Dhalpur in a procession with the
idol of Lord Raghunath, where
they stay with many other Gods
and Goddesses till the festival’s
end on Vijayadashmi (last day).
Ultimately a chariot carrying all
the gods and goddesses is im-
mersed in the Beas river on the
last day of the celebrations.

“Holidays and festivals are rooted in history 
and tradition.”

WHITNEY STEWART, AUTHOR



A new beginning with 
~ Paati Poojan

The festival Dussehra is celebrated all over India as a
festival of a new beginning and
triumph of good over evil. We
have a small celebration called
'Paati poojan' at my home in
Pune. Patti means the slate we
write on. This is another form
of Saraswati pooja. Every year I
keep a Saraswati yantra on the
slate or on our notebook. After
the pooja is done we use the
notebook or slates as usual.
And, today laptops, computers,

any virtual and physical devices that are used as a
means of learning and education are also included.

Harshvardhan Mote, class VII-G, Pawar Public school,
Nanded city, Pune.

Celebrating hope
Dussehra is a colourful and vibrant festival  celebrat-
ed almost across India in different ways.
Everyday we see the Sunrise
that shows us that darkness
will always be beaten by light,
that is the power of good over
evil. Dussehra teaches us that
good will always win over evil.
It reminds us of the importance
of truth and righteousness. It
encourages us to have faith
that there light at the end of
the tunnel.

Sweta Gupta, coordinator of pre-primary school at PDEA
English Medium Primary School, Kharadi

Devi worship
Dussehra is a popular Hindu festival that comes at
the end of a nine-day worship of Devi during

Navaratri. Dussehra is celebrat-
ed in the month of Ashwin, the
tenth month in the Hindu calen-
dar. The a nine-day worship
involves various celebrations of
good over evil and ends on the
10th day as Vijayadashami.
People teeka over their fore-
head, offer prayers to Devi, and
many rituals. 
Mahishasura was an asur king
who troubled the Devas. In the

southern part of the country, Goddess
Chamundeshwari kills Mahishasura, and so she is
known as Mahishasura Mardini. In northern parts of
the country, people sow barley seeds on the first day
of Navratri. Some people believe that Goddess Durga
and her children Lakshmi, Ganesh, Kartik and
Saraswati returned to Lord Shiva on the day of
Dussehra.

Suhani Tope, class X-B, Air Force School, Chandan nagar
9BRD, Pune 

Let this Dussehra bring an end
to modern-day evils

A few days ago news of some young people being
caught red-handed with drugs, left us shocked. 
It is time to think that how can we stop all this, because
drug addiction is a cancer to the
society all the elements involved
in this are responsible for it. 
Addiction to drugs not only ruin
the life of the person who is
addicted but so many of them
associated. 
This evil idea of misuse of drugs
needs to be stopped. 
Higher Consciousness of every
individual must awaken, so the
chain will stop. 
Evil tendencies can pop up anywhere amongst us. 

The youth bears a sense of creativity in the speed of
light. 
Let not these evil thoughts constrain their growth and
eventually the development of the human race.

Viveka Khuperkar, TGT, Bharati Vidyapeeth English Medium
High school, Dhanakawdi, Pune

Let us stop being self-centered!
Vijay Dashmi celebrates the triumph of good over evil,
with much fervour. The day signifies the need for us all
to overcome fear, greed and negative mindset and move
towards positive thoughts and deeds.

In a world dominated by technology, we all are sur-
rounded with our own
thoughts and tend to ignore
other people's needs. We are
forgetting human values. We
are taking more pressure in
our minds and changing into
lonely people. 

We always want to enjoy the
success alone which in turn
makes us egoistic and self-
centred and it is the  root

cause of turbulence in one's life. 

It's now high time to grow out of our self-centred
thoughts and attitudes. This year let's pledge together
to burn the Ravana in our mind, so that bad thoughts
can never raise his head ever again otherwise, we are
destined to live in duality.

Madhumita Saha (TGT), Bharati Vidyapeeth english Medium
High School, dhankawadi, Pune

Erase these bad habits
The triumph of good over evil is the key lesson, that
Dussehra reminds us of. The evil that lurks within us.
The evil of unwanted tendencies.
So which bad habits do we have? A few pointers here: 
Social media habits: A little time spent on social media
fine and sometimes helpful too. But if you are tempted
to check the updates every minute - that is a warning
sign. 
Take a digital detox from time to
time. Cut down the time you
spend on the internet. One step
at a time.
Our social mask: If cheating
hurts others, being someone we
are not will hurt us. The social
mask is something all of us are
used to by now. But there's a
huge difference between being
polite and respectful and pretending to be someone
else.
This Dussehra, let us pledge to end the habits that have
been doing us more harm than good. Let's pray for Devi
Maa to give us the strength to improve ourself without
degrading others.

Dharti Nigade, class IX, Bharati Vidyapeeth High School,
Dhankawadi.

The Ravana among us
Every Dussehra we celebrate the victory of good over
evil by burning the effigy of Ravana.

What about the current
Ravana in the 21st century?
Who is going to 'kill' him? Is
there a Ram among us who
would do that?
We all have a Ravana inside
us -  our devil mind. If we
take care of it, and get rid of
all the possible negativities
around us, we will make sure
to have a better world!

Sonal Agrawal, knowledge manager, SNBP World School Rahatni

Exuberant Puja & dandiya
Dussehra or Vijayadashami is celebrated on the
tenth day of Navaratri. People wear new

clothes and play dandiya. It
comes before Deepavali.

On this day Lord Rama
killed the demon king
Ravana and Goddess
Durga killed

Mahishasura. In the
north Ramlila is enacted

on Dussehra. Many people
play the role of Lord Rama, Devi Sita and other
characters doing Ramlila on the stage. 
Some people embark on new work on this day.
Schools and government offices close for the
day. The whole city looks beautifully illuminat-
ed and decked up for the celebrations. Durga
puja is a festival of devotion and happiness.
This festival brings the message of victory of
good over evil.

Avani Kapoor class VII, Clara Global School, Pune

Maryada to conquer 
pandemic

We are in the second year of Covid-19 pan-
demic. The danger associated with this

coronavirus lingers on.  At Educon
International School, the virtual fes-

tivities will see students in their
colourful attire with

Maharashtra's traditional
Bhondla and dandia music.
.Students say, we will meet
and greet our friends on
zoom and google meet. 
Today Lord Rama stands for

the norms
and

regula-
tions to

be followed
in a pandemic.

Ravana is our
temptations to step out

and organize large gatherings. So
together we shall fight the evil by burning our

temptations and achieving the victory over coro-
navirus  by following 'maryada' Lord Rama.

Vinita Khaladkar, executive director, Educon
International School, Pune

Lessons from Ramayana
Dussehra, marks the triumph of Rama over
Ravana, who abducted Devi Sita. The name is
from the Sanskrit words dasha - 'ten' and hara
- 'defeat'. Rama killed the
pride of Ravana and
became victorious
bringing Sita back to
Ayodhya. Various les-
sons can be imbibed
through the holy
Ramayana: Truth tri-
umphs; Unity can overcome
any difficulty; Remain deeply committed to
your duty; Choose the path of righteousness;
Treat everyone equally;  Always keep good
company; All that glitters is not gold;
Forgiveness is greater than revenge. Each les-
son can be linked to real life experiences we
all go through and these lessons must become
a part of our lesson plan linking values with
our school curriculum. 

Kajal Chhatija, executive director, Gayatri School &
Junior College, Moshi, Pune

The struggle within
Inside each of us, there is the seed of both
good and evil. It's a con-
stant struggle as to
which one will win
and one cannot exist
without the other.
There is abundance
in the universe for all.
We must always create
through unconditional love
and faith. Real fasting of Navratri and
Dussehra means purification of the soul from
some evils like anger, grudges and jealousy. I
will love, accept and forgive myself and every-
one. I will release all my fears.

Surinder Kaur, teacher, EursoSchool, Undri

Dussehra reminds us. Look within. Destroy bad habits.Dussehra reminds us. Look within. Destroy bad habits.

>>  Instead of burning paper Ravana, burn the
effigies of our own inhuman thoughts.

>>  There is no deity more powerful than ‘Time’.

>>  Do not kill ~ but conquer Ravana within you.

>>  Everyone celebrates the defeat of yester-
day's Ravana. We should be more concerned
about the safety of today's Sita.

B Sangitha, PRT, Air Force School, Chandan nagar 9BRD, Pune

Dussehra is to be lived within

It’s not just a place where you get to learn Einstein’s
Theory of Relativity. It’s also a place where you can think
beyond the classroom. Hence we say, SCHOOL IS COOL!

CLICK HERE: PAGE 3 AND 4
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Q1:
Which cricketer was the
first to score a century for

the Indian Test cricket team in his
Debut Test match?
a. Sunil Gawaskar

b. Kapil Dev

c. Lala Amarnath

d. Nawab Pataudi

Q2:
Who is the current manager
of Manchester United?

a. Ole Gunnar Solskjaer

b. Marco Silva

c. Claude Puel

d. Roy Hodgson

Q3:
Which Indian Sports Team
is also known as “The

Bhangra Boys?
a. Cricket Team

b. Hockey Team

c. Kabaddi Team

d. Football Team

Q4:
Which of the following was
the first Indian to win an

individual gold medal at any
Olympic Games?
a. Abhinav Bindra

b. Muhammad Aslam

c. Rajyavardhan Singh Rathode

d. Mohammed Shahid

Q5:
Which IPL franchise has
Indian cricketer Yuvraj

Singh never played for?
a. Royal Challengers Bangalore 

b. Sunrisers Hyderabad 

c. Punjab Kings   d. Delhi Capitals 

Q6:
Who is 2021 World Boxing

Association’s Heavyweight

Champion?

a. Trevor Bryan

b. Oleksandr Usyk

c. Manuel Charr

d. Rocky Fielding

Q7:
How many games had Italy

gone without losing before

they were beaten by Spain in the

Nations League semi-finals this week?

a. 26   b. 31   c. 37   d. 48

Q8:
The Women’s Champions

League returned very

recently. Who are the defending

champions?

a. Chelsea 

b. Lyon 

c. Barcelona 

d. Brondby

Q9:
Who was the icon player of

Bengaluru’s team in the

first season of IPL?

a. Anil Kumble

b. Robin Utthappa

c. Rahul Dravid 

d. KL Rahul 
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QUIZ TIME!

ANSWERS: 1. c. Lala Amarnath

2. a. Ole Gunnar Solskjaer

3. d. Football Team   4. a. Abhinav Bindra

5. d. Delhi Capitals   6. b. Oleksandr Usyk

7. c. 37   8. c. Barcelona   9. c. Rahul DravidYuvraj Singh

C
hhetri scored in the 62nd
and 71st minutes after
Manvir Singh had given
India the lead in the 33rd
minute in the must-win

match for India. Ali Ashfaq pulled
one back for Maldives in the 45th
minute from a spot kick. Chhetri’s
brace also took him past Brazil leg-
end Pele’s 77 international goals.
Chhetri went past Pele’s mark when
he scored in the 62nd minute. The In-
dian skipper’s second strike took his
tally to 79. He is now the third-high-
est active international goal-scorer.

The 37-year-old Chhetri, who
was playing in his 124th match, is
just one goal shy of Argentine maes-

tro Lionel Messi (80), who is the sec-
ond highest international goal-scor-
er among active players behind Por-
tugal superstar Cristiano Ronaldo
(115). Seven-time champions India,
who finished on top of the five-team
table with eight points, face Nepal
in the final on October 16. Nepal
drew 1-1 with Bangladesh in the ear-
lier match of the day to finish sec-
ond in the round-robin league with
seven points. India had beaten Nepal
1-0 in a league stage. With the win
over Maldives, India saved them-
selves from crashing out of reck-
oning for the final of the regional
tournament, which would have been
the country’s worst result in recent

memory. This will be the 12th final
appearance for India.

India dominated the match
throughout and Chhetri almost gave
India the lead in the 27th minute but
his header off a Brandon Fernandes
corner hit the crossbar. Five minutes
later, Manvir fired it past Maldives
goalkeeper at the near post to give
India the lead. Just seconds before
halftime, Ashfaq scored from a penal-
ty to put Maldives back on level
terms. Soon after, in the 62nd
minute, India took the lead. The
Indian captain scored his second
goal with a  header that crashed
into the opposition net in the
71st minute. PTI

India beat hosts Maldives 3-1 to enter the final of the SAFF Championships India beat hosts Maldives 3-1 to enter the final of the SAFF Championships 

DANIIL MEDVEDEV CRASHES
OUT OF INDIAN WELLS

M
edvedev, who won his
first Grand Slam ti-
tle last month at

Flushing Meadows, hadn’t
lost a set heading into the
fourth round but dropped
eight straight games against
Dimitrov en route to a stun-
ning early exit for the top
seed. World No. 2 Medvedev
did not take a break after his
emotional US Open victory
and said his busy schedule
may have finally caught up to
him. Medvedev won the first
set, was up 4-1 in the second
and appeared to be cruising
to another easy victory when
the wheels came off_ his un-
forced errors mounting and
service game falling flat.
Medvedev had no answers for
the way Dimitrov was play-
ing and predicted the Bul-
garian would likely go on to
capture the title. The match
turned in the sixth game of
the second set as Dimitrov
broke Medvedev’s serve for
the second time in the set to
cut the Russian’s lead to 4-2.

Dimitrov held serve in the
next game and then broke
Medvedev twice more to take
the set and set the tone for a
dominating performance in
the third. The Bulgarian
closed out the match on the
first match point when
Medvedev blasted a forehand
long. Dimitrov will face Pol-
ish Hubert Hurkacz in the
quarter-finals. AFP
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M
ahendra Singh Dhoni’s cap-
taincy in canary yellow will
be Chennai Super Kings’
biggest weapon against a
clinical Kolkata Knight Rid-
ers, whose troika of top-
notch spinners promise to

hold the aces in the high-octane Indian Premier
League final today. If numbers are anything to
go by, then CSK, in their astonishing ninth final
appearance in 12 editions (they were suspended
in two), are certain to start favourites against
Kolkata Knight Riders on ‘Dussera’ day but in
terms of trophies, there isn’t much of a differ-
ence. No team has mastered the art of reaching
finals like Dhoni’s CSK. But KKR will definitely
be in the hunt since they won one of the most ex-
citing high-scoring summit clash back in 2012
where they chased a target of 190 with two balls
to spare.

CSK RELY ON EXPERIENCE 
CSK’s chances of winning a fourth title will de-
pend on how well they handle the 12 overs from
KKR’s spin trio of Varun Chakravarthy (economy
rate 6.40), Shakib Al Hasan (ER:6.64) and Sunil Nar-
ine (ER:6.44), who have been outstanding in this
tournament. In fact, Shakib’s all-round abilities
have provided more balance to KKR during the
business end once Andre Russell sustained a ham-
string injury. However, the final match comes with
its own set of pressures and how these three per-
form when put under the pump will be the key
against a team of battle-hardened “been there done
that” professionals. Dhoni’s captaincy mantra is
simple _ rely on experience as IPL is not a finish-
ing school or place to groom youngsters however
talented they may be. He groomed Ruturaj Gaik-
wad when the pressure of qualification was off his
back in 2020 and the Pune lad has played freely. He
has scored three half centuries and with his rise,
Dhoni laid the groundwork for not just next year
but many more to come fr his franchise.

GAIKWAD -
ALL FORMAT STAR 

It shouldn’t surprise anyone if Gaikwad becomes
the next CSK captain once Dhoni calls time on IPL,
which could be next year or the year after that. No
one knows the drifts and patterns of IPL more than
India’s most revered white-ball captain. He under-
stands that for IPL consistency, one needs experi-
enced players primarily along with one or two tal-

ented youngsters. Therefore, the job that Suresh
Raina used to do during his initial years, is now be-
ing done by the young Gaikwad, who has scored an
astounding 600 plus runs in the tournament with a
match to go. Hell or high water, CSK’s batting will
revolve around Gaikwad, who if all goes well, will
surely be one of the biggest all-format batting stars
in the post Virat Kohli-Rohit Sharma era. There is
abundant experience in the CSK ranks. The skipper
himself is on the other side of 40 with Dwayne Bra-
vo at 38, Faf du Plessis at 37, Ambati Rayudu (36)
Robin Uthappa a few weeks short of his 36th birth-
day along with Moeen Ali (34) and Ravindra Jadeja
(32). Add to it, three mid-level experienced interna-
tionals like Josh Hazlewood, Deepak Chahar and
Shardul Thakur, who understand the pressure sit-
uations well and CSK seem immune to big match
pressure Dhoni is a master at maneuvering resources.
An example of it this IPL was his “right-hand man”
and a true-blue IPL legend Raina being dropped. The
former India player looked completely out of touch
and the ruthless operator replaced him with Uthap-
pa, who had a big role in winning the game against
Delhi Capitals with that resounding start to the chase.

MORGAN - THE SILENT
KNIGHT 

The Knight Riders, on the other hand, also have a
captain who has won a World Cup and has been at
the heart of England team’s transformation as white
ball captain. Many believe that Russell the batter
should replace Morgan, who has had an awful IPL
with the willow. But it’s the leadership that has stood
the test of time as he has marshalled his available
resources well. He stuck with Shubman Gill as an
opener and the youngster has had a decent run. The
faith shown in Venkatesh Iyer will also benefit the
Indian white-ball team while Narine the bowler found
his mojo under him with constant support after re-
modelled action. Morgan is as quiet and as unex-
pressive as Dhoni in testing times and it would be a
contest of two ticking brains. PTI

We have found a player in

Venkatesh Iyer. Not only he is a

classy player but also a wonderful

person. He struck the ball superbly from

ball one. Some of those big sixes he hit

actually changed the tempo of the game

and got us into a winning position.

KKR chief mentor,

DAVID HUSSEY
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IPL FINAL

CSK
FINAL

Friday, Oct 15, 2021, 7.30 pm

vs

KKR

There was a legacy before I came in, and it was my job to take the

baton and make sure I held it tight and ran like hell.

Sir Vivian Richards, Antiguan Cricketer
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 15, 2021

CSK have three titles with five final defeats while KKR have won

both their finals under the mercurial Gautam Gambhir
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No team has

mastered the art

of reaching finals

like Dhoni’s CSK.

But KKR will

definitely be in

the hunt since

they won one of

the most exciting

high-scoring

summit clash

back in 2012
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